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Holler If You Hear Me (2006)
"A history of the class system in America from the colonial era to the present
illuminates the crucial legacy of the underprivileged white demographic, citing the
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pivotal contributions of lower-class white workers in wartime, social policy, and the
rise of the Republican Party"--NoveList.

Tupac
Gregory Michie's first bestseller, Holler If You Hear Me, put him on the map as a
compelling and passionate voice in urban education. In his new book, Michie turns
his attention to young teachers of colour, and once again provides readers with a
unique and penetrating look inside public school classrooms. Featuring portraits of
five young teachers (two African Americans, two Latinas, and one Asian American)
who are working for change, Michie weaves the teachers' powerful voices with
classroom vignettes and his own experiences. Along the way, he examines what
motivates and sustains these teachers, as well as what they see as the challenges
and possibilities of public education. In these times of national standards, highstakes accountability, and calls for reforming teacher education and preparation,
See You When We Get There/i> is essential reading.

Tupac Shakur Legacy
"Raw, authoritative, and unflinching An elaborately detailed, darkly surprising,
definitive history of the LA gangsta rap era."---Kirkus, starred review A
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monumental, revealing narrative history about the legendary group of artists at
the forefront of West Coast hip-hop: Eazy-E, Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, Snoop Dogg, and
Tupac Shakur. Amid rising gang violence, the crack epidemic, and police brutality,
a group of unlikely voices cut through the chaos of late 1980s Los Angeles: N.W.A.
Led by a drug dealer, a glammed-up producer, and a high school kid, N.W.A gave
voice to disenfranchised African Americans across the country. And they quickly
redefined pop culture across the world. Their names remain as popular as
ever--Eazy-E, Dr. Dre, and Ice Cube. Dre soon joined forces with Suge Knight to
create the combustible Death Row Records, which in turn transformed Snoop Dogg
and Tupac Shakur into superstars. Ben Westhoff explores how this group of artists
shifted the balance of hip-hop from New York to Los Angeles. He shows how
N.W.A.'s shocking success lead to rivalries between members, record labels, and
eventually a war between East Coast and West Coast factions. In the process, hiphop burst into mainstream America at a time of immense social change, and
became the most dominant musical movement of the last thirty years. At gangsta
rap's peak, two of its biggest names--Tupac and Biggie Smalls--were murdered,
leaving the surviving artists to forge peace before the genre annihilated itself.
Featuring extensive investigative reporting, interviews with the principal players,
and dozens of never-before-told stories, Original Gangstas is a groundbreaking
addition to the history of popular music.

Can You Hear Me Now?
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The National Political Science Review is the official publication of the National
Conference of Black Political Scientists. This new volume, Contemporary Patterns
of Politics, Praxis, and Culture reflects major research focuses across religion, race,
gender, culture, and of course, politics. Themes that engage a community of
scholars also engage them in praxis as individual citizens and practitioners in a
democratic society, and collectively as member-participants in a changing culture.
Two themes, religion and culture are relatively new areas of intellectual curiosity
for political scientists. Articles in this volume extend the beachheads already
established by African-American political scientists in studies that guage the
significance and influence of religion in both individual and group behavior. They
chart religion's inevitable move onto the center stage of U.S. public affairs. The
study of culture has essentially languished for almost a generation within political
science, especially with regard to the study of American politics and society.
During this time the emphasis has also shifted significantly from an almost
exclusive focus on civic culture to an expanding focus on the broad expanse of
popular culture in the contemporary period. Culture is the crucible within which
politics, race, religion, and gender both foment and ferment, and artistic products
of the culture are manifestations and mirrors of how we envision and construct a
changing reality. Issues of race, religion, gender and culture are all dimensions of
individual and group identity. The dynamics of changing individual and group
identities change the underlying cultural canvas against which identity is displayed
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and politics is acted out. The concept of praxis is relatively new to the lexicon of
political science. However, engagement in the practice of politics is not a new idea
for African-American social scientists. Indeed, particularly for this group, and
clearly for many others,

Same as It Never Was
In his latest book, leading educator and author Kevin Kumashiro takes aim at the
current debate on educational reform, paying particular attention to the ways that
scapegoating public school teachers, teacher unions, and teacher educators masks
the real, systemic problems. He convincingly demonstrates how current trends,
like market-based reforms and fast-track teacher certification programs are
creating overwhelming obstacles to achieving an equitable education for all
children. Bad Teacher! highlights the common ways that both the public and
influential leaders think about the problems and solutions for public education, and
suggests ways to help us see the bigger picture and reframe the debate.
Compelling, accessible, and grounded in current initiatives and debates, this book
is important reading for a diverse audience of policymakers, school leaders,
parents, and everyone who cares about education. Kevin K. Kumashiro is director
of the Center for Anti-Oppressive Education and president-elect (2010–2012) of the
National Association for Multicultural Education. He is a professor at the University
of Illinois at Chicago, and the author of The Seduction of Common Sense: How the
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Right Has Framed the Debate on America's Schools. Praise for Bad Teacher! “This
book could be a springboard for teachers . . . to become more actively involved in
advocating for a paradigm shift in our concept of education.” —Grace Lee Boggs,
The Boggs Center “Kumashiro is a remarkable sleuth who … shows us how the
deck is stacked, how the game is played, who gains, and who loses. Join him in a
clarion call to build a Movement to reclaim public education.” —Robert P. Moses,
The Algebra Project “Courageous, blunt, and hopeful, Bad Teacher! offers a
democratic vision for true educational change.” —Sonia Nieto, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst “Anyone seeking to understand why so many of the
reforms we have pursued have failed will benefit from reading this book.” —Pedro
A. Noguera, New York University “Kumashiro explains why we should think
differently about the prescriptions that are now taken for granted—and wrong.”
—Diane Ravitch, New York University, author of The Death and Life of the Great
American School System: How Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education
“Kumashiro expertly examines the many forces working against public education,
and how and why these forces are at play.” —Dennis Van Roekel, President,
National Education Association “Bad Teacher! is oh-so-smart and timely. . . . This
book attacks head-on the ragged patchwork of ‘school reform’ that has left us
without even the vocabulary to frame what’s gone wrong.” —Patricia J. Williams,
Columbia Law School 2012 Must-read book about K–12 education in the U.S.,
Christian Science Monitor
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Back in the Day
Tracing the history of blacks in the American military, the author chronicles acts of
bravery and patriotism among African-American soldiers from the American
Revolution to the Gulf War and offers close-up portraits of some of America's finest
patriots. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Contemporary Patterns of Politics, Praxis, and Culture
Academic essays reflect on the 1994 album Illmatic by Nasir "Nas" Jones, covering
topics ranging from jazz history to gender.

To Teach
Arguing that Martin Luther King, Jr., should stand beside the Founding Fathers in
terms of his significance to American history, the author serves up a compelling
portrait of a personally flawed but nevertheless great leader.

The Rap Year Book
This graphic memoir of teaching in urban America is a brilliant reimagining of the
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classic text by Gregory Michie, Holler If You Hear Me: The Education of a Teacher
and His Students. Michie is joined by illustrator Ryan Alexander-Tanner and 10
artists—most of them young people of color—to bring a fresh, vibrant energy to the
original tale of struggle and hope in the classroom. First published in 1999, the text
has become one of the most enduring teacher memoirs of our time. Using comics
to tell the story, this edition weaves back and forth, like the original, between
Michie’s awakening as a young teacher and the first-person stories of his students.
Set in 1990s Chicago, but startlingly relevant today, this powerful adaptation of a
long-time educator favorite is sure to inspire a new generation of teachers,
students, and anyone who is concerned about the future of public education. “It is
a great and marvelous thing to be reminded that to change the world we need only
to change ourselves. Greg Michie and his students give me that hope.” —Sandra
Cisneros, author of The House on Mango Street “Individually and as a collection,
these stories remind educators of their primary purpose: to fully see the young
people they teach with and learn from each day. Interpreted and adapted by a
group of incredible young artists, this new edition is a particular gift to those eager
to see with young people, shifting our lens toward empathy and justice as we learn
the value of seeing school through their eyes.” —Carla Shalaby, Coordinator of
Social Justice Initiatives and Community Internships, University of Michigan School
of Education “What moved me when I first read Holler years ago as a new teacher,
and moves me even more now with the new graphic novel, is Greg’s willingness to
keep listening to young people, to keep valuing their inherent brilliance, and to
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keep seeking ways to make his instruction respond directly to relevant issues. I
cannot wait to share Holler If You Hear Me, Comic Edition.” —Kim Parker, cofounder
of #DisruptTexts, and assistant director of the Teacher Training Center at the
Shady Hill School in Cambridge, Massachusetts

Hurt Village
"It's the end of a long summer in Hurt Village, a housing project in Memphis,
Tennessee. A government Hope Grant means relocation for many of the project's
residents, including Cookie, a thirteen-year-old aspiring rapper, along with her
mother, Crank, and great-grandmother, Big Mama. As the family prepares to move,
Cookie's father, Buggy, unexpectedly returns from a tour of duty in Iraq. Ravaged
by the war, Buggy struggles to find a position in his disintegrating community,
along with a place in his daughter's wounded heart."--Publisher description.

The Killing of Tuapc Shakur–Third Edition
In this time of narrowed curricula and high-stakes accountability, Gregory Michie's
tales of struggle and triumph in Holler If You Hear Me: The Education of a Teacher
and His Students are as relevant as ever. Since it was first published in 1999,
Holler has become essential reading for new and seasoned teachers alike, and is
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an inspiring read for others. Weaving back and forth between Michie's awakening
as a teacher and the first-person stories of his students, this highly acclaimed book
paints an intimate and compassionate portrait of teaching and learning in urban
America. While the popular notion of what it's like to teach in urban schools is one
dominated by horror stories and hero tales, Michie and his students reside
somewhere between these extremes, "between the miracles and the metal
detectors."

Tupac Shakur
From the packagers behind DYLAN SCRAPBOOK and SINATRA TREASURES, comes a
unique celebration of the life of one of the greatest rap artists in the world, Tupac
Shakur.

Music
Explore the roots of rap in this stunning, rhyming, triple-timing picture book! A
generation voicing stories, hopes, and fears founds a hip-hop nation. Say holler if
you hear. The roots of rap and the history of hip-hop have origins that precede DJ
Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash. Kids will learn about how it evolved from
folktales, spirituals, and poetry, to the showmanship of James Brown, to the culture
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of graffiti art and break dancing that formed around the art form and gave birth to
the musical artists we know today. Written in lyrical rhythm by award-winning
author and poet Carole Boston Weatherford and complete with flowing, vibrant
illustrations by Frank Morrison, this book beautifully illustrates how hip-hop is a
language spoken the whole world 'round, it and features a foreward by Swizz
Beatz, a Grammy Award winning American hip-hop rapper, DJ, and record
producer.

How I Learned What I Learned
It's been almost 20 years since poet, revolutionary, convict, and movie star, Tupac
Amaru Shakur (a.k.a 2Pac, Makaveli, or simply 'pac), was gunned down at age 25
while he sat in traffic with Suge Knight near the Las Vegas Strip following a Mike
Tyson fight at MGM Grand. In the new updated and expanded third edition of this
acclaimed biography, Las Vegas crime writer Cathy Scott has finally been able to
include the previously unpublished chapter featuring the account of that last
fateful night from "Big Frank," the rapper's now-deceased personal bodyguard. The
raw no-holds-barred narrative, which includes exclusive photo evidence (including
of Tupac's autopsy), is the definitive account of the unsolved murder of Tupac
Shakur: the many possible motives, the failed investigation, the rap wars, the
killing of Biggie Smalls, the Bloods-Crips connection, the Suge Knight and Death
Row Records association, and the subsequent fate of numerous principals involved
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in the aftermath. It is also a sensitive, candid, and insightful account of the
contradictory icon who remains not only one of the most influential rappers ever
but, with more than 75 million records sold worldwide, he's also one of the bestselling music artists of all time. The music of Tupac Shakur is the legacy of his life.
The Killing of Tupac Shakur is the legacy of his death.

Holler If You Hear Me, Comic Edition
"After four years of living abroad, Saul Williams returned to the United States, his
head twirling with thoughts on race, class, gender, finance, freedom -- everything
that makes up our country." -- Back cover.

Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy
Hip-hop culture began in the early 1970s as the creative and activist expressions -graffiti writing, dee-jaying, break dancing, and rap music -- of black and Latino
youth in the depressed South Bronx, and the movement has since grown into a
worldwide cultural phenomenon that permeates almost every aspect of society,
from speech to dress. But although hip-hop has been assimilated and exploited in
the mainstream, young black women who came of age during the hip-hop era are
still fighting for equality. In this provocative study, Gwendolyn D. Pough explores
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the complex relationship between black women, hip-hop, and feminism. Examining
a wide range of genres, including rap music, novels, spoken word poetry, hip-hop
cinema, and hip-hop soul music, she traces the rhetoric of black women "bringing
wreck." Pough demonstrates how influential women rappers such as Queen Latifah,
Missy Elliot, and Lil' Kim are building on the legacy of earlier generations of women
-- from Sojourner Truth to sisters of the black power and civil rights movements -to disrupt and break into the dominant patriarchal public sphere. She discusses the
ways in which today's young black women struggle against the stereotypical
language of the past ("castrating black mother," "mammy," "sapphire") and the
present ("bitch," "ho," "chickenhead"), and shows how rap provides an avenue to
tell their own life stories, to construct their identities, and to dismantle historical
and contemporary negative representations of black womanhood. Pough also looks
at the ongoing public dialogue between male and female rappers about love and
relationships, explaining how the denigrating rhetoric used by men has been
appropriated by black women rappers as a means to empowerment in their own
lyrics. The author concludes with a discussion of the pedagogical implications of
rap music as well as of third wave and black feminism. This fresh and thoughtprovoking perspective on the complexities of hip-hop urges young black women to
harness the energy, vitality, and activist roots of hip-hop culture and rap music to
claim a public voice for themselves and to "bring wreck" on sexism and misogyny
in mainstream society.
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The Bomb-itty of Errors
"A dauntingly ambitious, obsessively researched" (Los Angeles Times) global
history of music that reveals how songs have shifted societies and sparked
revolutions Histories of music overwhelmingly suppress stories of the outsiders and
rebels who created musical revolutions and instead celebrate the mainstream
assimilators who borrowed innovations, diluted their impact, and disguised their
sources. In Music: A Subversive History, Ted Gioia reclaims the story of music for
the riffraff, insurgents, and provocateurs. Gioia tells a four-thousand-year history of
music as a global source of power, change, and upheaval. He shows how outcasts,
immigrants, slaves, and others at the margins of society have repeatedly served as
trailblazers of musical expression, reinventing our most cherished songs from
ancient times all the way to the jazz, reggae, and hip-hop sounds of the current
day. Music: A Subversive History is essential reading for anyone interested in the
meaning of music, from Sappho to the Sex Pistols to Spotify.

I May Not Get There with You
Get started in the rapidly expanding field of computer vision with this practical
guide. Written by Adrian Kaehler and Gary Bradski, creator of the open source
OpenCV library, this book provides a thorough introduction for developers,
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academics, roboticists, and hobbyists. You’ll learn what it takes to build
applications that enable computers to "see" and make decisions based on that
data. With over 500 functions that span many areas in vision, OpenCV is used for
commercial applications such as security, medical imaging, pattern and face
recognition, robotics, and factory product inspection. This book gives you a firm
grounding in computer vision and OpenCV for building simple or sophisticated
vision applications. Hands-on exercises in each chapter help you apply what you’ve
learned. This volume covers the entire library, in its modern C++ implementation,
including machine learning tools for computer vision. Learn OpenCV data types,
array types, and array operations Capture and store still and video images with
HighGUI Transform images to stretch, shrink, warp, remap, and repair Explore
pattern recognition, including face detection Track objects and motion through the
visual field Reconstruct 3D images from stereo vision Discover basic and advanced
machine learning techniques in OpenCV

My Vanishing Country
“Buried as a g while tha whole world remembers me” –Tupac Shakur, from “Until
the End of Time” Tupac Shakur was larger than life. A gifted rapper, actor, and
poet, he was fearless, prolific, and controversial–and often said that he never
expected to live past the age of thirty. He was right. On September 13, 1996, he
died of gunshot wounds at age twenty-five. But even ten years after Tupac’s tragic
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passing, the impact of his life and talent continues to flourish. Lauded as one of the
greatest hip-hop artists of all time, Tupac has sold more than sixty-seven million
records worldwide, making him the top-selling rapper ever. How Long Will They
Mourn Me? celebrates Tupac’s unforgettable life–his rise to fame; his tumultuous
dark side marked by sex, drugs, and violence; and the indelible legacy he left
behind. Although Tupac’s murder remains unsolved, the spirit of this legendary
artist is far from forgotten. How long will we mourn him? Fans worldwide will grieve
his untimely death for a long time to come.

Halal If You Hear Me
A chronicle of the life and career of the rapper Tupac Shakur, which offers a
collection of previously unpublished interviews, writings, and private photographs
that provide a portrait of the influential late musician.

See You when We Get There
Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy outlines educational practitioner
development toward decolonizing practices and pedagogies for anti-racist, justicebased urban classrooms. Through rich personal narratives of one teacher’s critical
reflections on her teaching, urban education scholarship and critical praxis are
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merged to provide an example of anti-racist urban schooling. Steeped in
theoretical practice, this book offers a narrative of one teacher’s efforts to
decolonize her urban classroom, and to position it as a vehicle for racial and
economic justice for marginalized and minoritized students. At once a model for
deconstructing the white institutional space of US schooling and a personal
account of obstacles to these efforts, Teaching Toward a Decolonizing Pedagogy
presents a research-based ‘pueblo pedagogy’ that reconsiders teacher identity and
teachers’ capacities for resilience, resistance, and community-based instruction.
From this personal exploration, emergent and practicing teachers can extract
curricula, practices, and dispositions toward advocacy for students most
underserved and marginalized by public education. As an exemplar of decolonizing
work both in classroom practices and in methodologies for educational research,
this book presents tensions and complexities in school-based theorizing and praxis,
and in teacher implementations of anti-racist pedagogies in and against the
current US model of colonial schooling.

Holler If You Hear Me
.".. an ad-rap-tation, hip-hop theatre retelling of Shakespeare's The comedy of
errors"--P. [4] of cover.
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The Rose that Grew from Concrete
Named a 2018 Notable Work of Nonfiction by The Washington Post NOW A NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Winner, The 2018 Southern Book Prize NAMED A
BEST/MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2018 BY: Chicago Tribune • Time • Publisher's
Weekly A stunning follow up to New York Times bestseller Tears We Cannot Stop
The Washington Post: "Passionately written." Chris Matthews, MSNBC: "A
beautifully written book." Shaun King: “I kid you not–I think it’s the most important
book I’ve read all year” Harry Belafonte: “Dyson has finally written the book I
always wanted to reada tour de force.” Joy-Ann Reid: A work of searing prose and
seminal brilliance Dyson takes that once in a lifetime conversation between black
excellence and pain and the white heroic narrative, and drives it right into the
heart of our current politics and culture, leaving the reader reeling and reckoning."
Robin D. G. Kelley: “Dyson masterfully refracts our present racial conflagration he
reminds us that Black artists and intellectuals bear an awesome responsibility to
speak truth to power." President Barack Obama: "Everybody who speaks after
Michael Eric Dyson pales in comparison.” In 2015 BLM activist Julius Jones
confronted Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton with an urgent query: “What in
your heart has changed that’s going to change the direction of this country?” “I
don’t believe you just change hearts,” she protested. “I believe you change laws.”
The fraught conflict between conscience and politics – between morality and power
– in addressing race hardly began with Clinton. An electrifying and traumatic
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encounter in the sixties crystallized these furious disputes. In 1963 Attorney
General Robert Kennedy sought out James Baldwin to explain the rage that
threatened to engulf black America. Baldwin brought along some friends, including
playwright Lorraine Hansberry, psychologist Kenneth Clark, and a valiant activist,
Jerome Smith. It was Smith’s relentless, unfiltered fury that set Kennedy on his
heels, reducing him to sullen silence. Kennedy walked away from the nearly threehour meeting angry – that the black folk assembled didn’t understand politics, and
that they weren’t as easy to talk to as Martin Luther King. But especially that they
were more interested in witness than policy. But Kennedy’s anger quickly gave
way to empathy, especially for Smith. “I guess if I were in his shoesI might feel
differently about this country.” Kennedy set about changing policy – the meeting
having transformed his thinking in fundamental ways. There was more: every big
argument about race that persists to this day got a hearing in that room. Smith
declaring that he’d never fight for his country given its racist tendencies, and
Kennedy being appalled at such lack of patriotism, tracks the disdain for black
dissent in our own time. His belief that black folk were ungrateful for the Kennedys’
efforts to make things better shows up in our day as the charge that black folk
wallow in the politics of ingratitude and victimhood. The contributions of black
queer folk to racial progress still cause a stir. BLM has been accused of harboring a
covert queer agenda. The immigrant experience, like that of Kennedy – versus the
racial experience of Baldwin – is a cudgel to excoriate black folk for lacking hustle
and ingenuity. The questioning of whether folk who are interracially partnered can
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authentically communicate black interests persists. And we grapple still with the
responsibility of black intellectuals and artists to bring about social change. What
Truth Sounds Like exists at the tense intersection of the conflict between politics
and prophecy – of whether we embrace political resolution or moral redemption to
fix our fractured racial landscape. The future of race and democracy hang in the
balance.

Deep Knowledge
New York Times Bestseller - Washington Post Bestseller - Pitchfork Book Club
selection The Rap Year Book takes readers on a journey that begins in 1979, widely
regarded as the moment rap became recognized as part of the cultural and
musical landscape, and comes right up to the present. Shea Serrano deftly pays
homage to the most important song of each year. Serrano also examines the most
important moments that surround the history and culture of rap music—from
artists’ backgrounds to issues of race, the rise of hip-hop, and the struggles among
its major players—both personal and professional. Covering East Coast and West
Coast, famous rapper feuds, chart toppers, and show stoppers, The Rap Year Book
is an in-depth look at the most influential genre of music to come out of the last
generation. Complete with infographics, lyric maps, hilarious and informative
footnotes, portraits of the artists, and short essays by other prominent music
writers, The Rap Year Book is both a narrative and illustrated guide to the most
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iconic and influential rap songs ever created.

American Patriots
New York Times Bestseller What J. D. Vance did for Appalachia with Hillbilly Elegy,
CNN analyst and one of the youngest state representatives in South Carolina
history Bakari Sellers does for the rural South, in this important book that
illuminates the lives of America’s forgotten black working-class men and women.
Part memoir, part historical and cultural analysis, My Vanishing Country is an eyeopening journey through the South's past, present, and future. Anchored in in
Bakari Seller’s hometown of Denmark, South Carolina, Country illuminates the
pride and pain that continues to fertilize the soil of one of the poorest states in the
nation. He traces his father’s rise to become, friend of Stokely Carmichael and
Martin Luther King, a civil rights hero, and member of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) , to explore the plight of the South's dwindling
rural, black working class—many of whom can trace their ancestry back for seven
generations. In his poetic personal history, we are awakened to the crisis affecting
the other “Forgotten Men & Women,” who the media seldom acknowledges. For
Sellers, these are his family members, neighbors, and friends. He humanizes the
struggles that shape their lives: to gain access to healthcare as rural hospitals
disappear; to make ends meet as the factories they have relied on shut down and
move overseas; to hold on to precious traditions as their towns erode; to forge a
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path forward without succumbing to despair. My Vanishing Country is also a love
letter to fatherhood—to Sellers' father, his lodestar, whose life lessons have shaped
him, and to his newborn twins, who he hopes will embrace the Sellers family name
and honor its legacy.

Know what I Mean?
A star during his lifetime, a legend after a bullet killed him at the age of twentyfive, Tupac Shakur was the most influential rap musician of his day–and the most
misunderstood. Far from being the insolent “gangsta” that the press put forth,
Tupac was a committed and fearless visionary determined to make a difference
not only on the music scene but in the black community at large. Darrin Bastfield
grew up with Tupac in a rough Baltimore neighborhood, rapped with him, fought
with him, and performed by his side. Now in this vivid, highly personal memoir
featuring never-before-seen photos of the rap artist, Darrin shows the world what
Tupac Shakur was really like as a teenager destined for greatness. In tight, edgy
prose, Darrin follows Tupac through the seven years of their friendship. In Roland
Park Middle School in the mid-1980s, rap was a kind of underground movement,
and the kids with real talent always found each other. Tupac–new in town, a skinny
thirteen-year old with shabby clothes and lopsided hair–may have looked uncool,
but it soon became clear that he had the gift. When Tupac teamed up with Mouse,
king of the beatbox, they blew the school away in their performance as the
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Eastside Crew. It was the first in a series of increasingly electrifying performances.
When Tupac went to the Baltimore School for the Arts, then it really started to
happen. A new group called Born Busy, unforgettable performances at the Beaux
Arts Balls, an eye-opening backstage encounter with Salt-N-Pepa, their tight
friendship with John, known among black kids as “the cool white boy,” a series of
love affairs with adoring girls, the wild nights of the 1988 senior prom–Tupac and
Darrin lived though it all together, and in this memoir Darrin makes it all come
alive again. From the start, Darrin knew Tupac was a marked man, singled out by
his charismatic gift. So it came as no surprise that Tupac made it big when rap
went mainstream. What stunned Darrin was the violent turn Tupac’s life took once
he relocated to L.A.–and how swiftly that violence engulfed and destroyed him.
Vibrant, gritty, alive with the tension and spontaneity of rap music, this memoir of
Tupac’s teenage years is a haunting portrait of one of the most important artists of
our day.

US (a.)
One of our most visceral and important memoirs on race in America, this is the
story of Nathan McCall, who began life as a smart kid in a close, protective family
in a black working-class neighborhood. Yet by the age of fifteen, McCall was
packing a gun and embarking on a criminal career that five years later would land
him in prison for armed robbery. In these pages, McCall chronicles his passage
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from the street to the prison yard—and, later, to the newsrooms of The Washington
Post and ultimately to the faculty of Emory University. His story is at once
devastating and inspiring. For even as he recounts his transformation, McCall
compels us to recognize that racism is as pervasive in the newsroom as it is in the
inner city, where it condemns so many black men to prison, to dead-end jobs, or to
violent deaths. At once an indictment and an elegy, Makes Me Wanna Holler
became an instant classic when it was first published in 1994. Now, some two
decades later, it continues to bear witness to the great troubles—and the great
hopes—of our nation. With a new afterword by the author

Is Bill Cosby Right?
This powerful book couldn't come at a more timely juncture. With our deep
misunderstanding of racial identity, the murder of transgender women increasing
at an alarming rate and the battle of faith and sexual orientation at churches
across the country, we are in a cultural war of ideologies. Overwhelming prejudices
have constricted our basic capacity for compassion and understanding. Live
Through This is a collection of intimate essays about one man's journey to selfacceptance when his faith, sexuality, and race battled with societal norms. These
insightful writings will plant seeds of consideration and inspire readers to stretch
beyond stereotypes. By reading stories about the demographics that live on the
fringe of traditions, we gain a deeper awareness of our cultural climate and how we
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can improve it, starting with ourselves.

Makes Me Wanna Holler
"This graphic novel brings to life William Ayers's bestselling memoir To teach : the
journey of a teacher, third edition. From Ayers's early days teaching kindergarten,
readers follow this renowned educational theorist on his 'voyage of discovery and
surprise.'"--Cover, p. [4].

Bad Teacher! How Blaming Teachers Distorts the Bigger
Picture
A BreakBeat Poets anthology of writings by Muslims who are women, queer,
genderqueer, nonbinary, or trans.

Live Through This
After a decade as an education professor, Greg Michie decided to return to his
teaching roots. He went back to the same Chicago neighborhood, the same public
school, and the same grade level and subject he taught in the 1990s. But much
had changed—both in schools and in the world outside them. Same As It Never
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Was chronicles Michie’s efforts to navigate the new realities of public schooling
while also trying to rediscover himself as a teacher. Against a backdrop of teacher
strikes and anti-testing protests, the movement for Black lives and the deepening
of anti-immigrant sentiment, this book invites readers into an award-winning
teacher’s classroom as he struggles to teach toward equity and justice in a time
where both are elusive for too many children in our nation’s schools. Book
Features: A follow-up to the author’s bestseller, Holler If You Hear Me, a long-time
staple in teacher education programs. An examination of current issues, such as
the importance of teacher unions, anti-racist/culturally relevant teaching,
resistance to standardized testing, teacher evaluation, and the political nature of
teaching. A rare memoir of a professor returning to public school teaching that will
inform and inspire a broad audience.

What Truth Sounds Like
August Wilson's extraordinary memory play about his early life in Pittsburgh.

How Long Will They Mourn Me?
With a new preface by the author. Ten years after his murder, Tupac Shakur is
even more loved, contested, and celebrated than he was in life. His posthumously
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released albums, poetry, and motion pictures have catapulted him into the upper
echelon of American cultural icons. In Holler If You Hear Me, “hip-hop intellectual”
Michael Eric Dyson, acclaimed author of the bestselling Is Bill Cosby Right?, offers a
wholly original way of looking at Tupac that will thrill those who already love the
artist and enlighten those who want to understand him.

White Trash
A collection of verse by the late hip-hop star Tupac Shakur includes more than one
hundred poems confronting such wide-ranging topics as poverty, motherhood, Van
Gogh, and Mandela.

Born to Use Mics
Deep Knowledge is a book about how peoples ideas change as they learn to teach.
Using the experiences of six middle and high school student teachers as they learn
to teach science in diverse classrooms, Larkin explores how their work changes the
way they think about students, society, schools, and science itself. Through
engaging case stories, Deep Knowledge challenges some commonly held
assumptions about learning to teach and tackles problems inherent in many
teacher education programs. This book digs deep into the details of teacher
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learning in a way seldom attempted in teacher education textbooks.

Learning OpenCV 3
Describes social, cultural, and political aspects of hip-hop music through dialogues
with academic scholars and documentary filmmakers.

Check It While I Wreck It
Set against the frenzied world of heavy metal superstardom, the co-founder of
legendary Motley Crue offers an unflinching and gripping look at his own descent
into drug addiction. When Motley Crue were at the height of their fame, there
wasn't a drug Nikki Sixx wouldn't do. He spent days - sometimes alone, sometimes
with others addicts, friends and lovers - in a coke- and heroin-fuelled daze. THE
HEROIN DIARIES reveals Nikki's personal diary entries alongside commentary from
the people who know Nikki best including band mates Tommy, Vince and Mick. The
book is a candid look at a nightmare come true: a punishing heroin addiction that
brought Nikki to the edge of losing his talent, his career, his family and finally to a
near-fatal overdose which left him clinically dead for a few minutes before being
revived. Brutally honest, utterly riveting and shockingly moving, THE HEROIN
DIARIES follows Nikki during the year he plunged to rock bottom and his
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courageous decision to pick himself up and start living again.

The Heroin Diaries
Over the last 20 years, Michael Eric Dyson has become one of America’s most
visible—and quotable—public intellectuals. Whether in his sixteen books, or in
countless newspapers, television and radio appearances, or on stages, podiums,
and pulpits across the world, Dyson has spun an enchanting web of words that has
caught the attention of the masses and elites alike. He has weighed in on a myriad
array of topics – from faith to fatherhood, and from race to sex, as well as sports,
manhood, gender, music, leadership, politics, language, love, justice, literature,
suffering, death, hope, relationships and much, much more. Can You Hear Me
Now?, offers a sampling of Dyson’s sharp wit, profound thought, and edifying
eloquence on the enduring problems of humanity, from love to justice, and the
latest topics of the day, including race and the presidency. It is both revealing and
relevant, and at once thoughtful provoking and uplifting. Whether he is writing
about Jay-Z or Barack Obama, addressing racial catastrophes or opportunities, or
speaking about religion or the felicities of King’s rhetoric, Dyson’s intellect shines
with insight and inspiration. Can You Hear Me Now? captures Dyson’s incredible
facility with words, and his prodigious intelligence, at a time when he has gained
greater fame as a public intellectual, university professor, best-selling author, and
most recently, as one of the first prominent blacks to endorse President Barack
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Obama. The time is ripe for his wit, wisdom and worldview, and this book is
Dyson’s most accessible compendium of thinking on a broad range of topics that
haunt and shape the nation.

The Roots of Rap
Michael Eric Dyson took America by storm with this provocative expose of the class
and generational divide that is tearing black America apart. Nothing exposed the
class and generational divide in black America more starkly than Bill Cosby's nowinfamous assault on the black poor when he received an NAACP award in the
spring of 2004. The comedian-cum-social critic lamented the lack of parenting,
poor academic performance, sexual promiscuity, and criminal behavior among
what he called the “knuckleheads” of the African-American community. Even more
surprising than his comments, however, was the fact that his audience laughed
and applauded. Best-selling writer, preacher, and scholar Michael Eric Dyson uses
the Cosby brouhaha as a window on a growing cultural divide within the AfricanAmerican community. According to Dyson, the “Afristocracy”—lawyers, physicians,
intellectuals, bankers, civil rights leaders, entertainers, and other
professionals—looks with disdain upon the black poor who make up the
“Ghettocracy”—single mothers on welfare, the married, single, and working poor,
the incarcerated, and a battalion of impoverished children. Dyson explains why the
black middle class has joined mainstream America to blame the poor for their
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troubles, rather than tackling the systemic injustices that shape their lives. He
exposes the flawed logic of Cosby's diatribe and offers a principled defense of the
wrongly maligned black citizens at the bottom of the social totem pole. Displaying
the critical prowess that has made him the nation's preeminent spokesman for the
hip-hop generation, Dyson challenges us all—black and white—to confront the
social problems that the civil rights movement failed to solve.

Original Gangstas
A passionate, critically incisive biography of one of the most influential rappers of
all time, Tupac Shakur, and how he came to dominate hip-hop in the 1990s
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